So, I heard this tune the other day, by Adele, said Hello. Constant hype around bullshit, always means the jew is somewhere. So, I raised the stone to find the jew, wasted some minutes of my life, to actually watch this filth just one time. From the billions of messages that are sent out every day to brainwash the goyim, this one is also just another one. As always, disgusting jewish creations. ABOMINATIONS of the LOWEST kind. This disgusting thing has been going on especially "fast" as of late. They are literally attacking us from all frontiers. Open your eyes.

Aside from this satire, the situation is insane. This "Satire" couldn't be anything more than the worst joke of black humor in the end. Just get your imagination to work correctly for once in the end, to see what the enemy is doing. There is no puzzle anymore, there are only blatant attacks. We must DEFEND OURSELVES. All Gentiles must.

I get this certain feeling of repulsion when I came across this and after watching the video Clip, then I knew why.

Well 'Goyims', let's see this video clip. Here it is:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQHsXMgIC9A

Adele enters some minutes, you know how. The Rabbi Manager and Producer obviously told some shit like:

"Oh, as you enter the vidio clipz, joo have to wait. Build up dat emotion. Affection, love, forgiveness, being sorry etc. etc.! Hit ze Goyim on de nerve!! Make it alzo black and White. U know what Black and White. Yes yes! Except of the Race Mixing, you know, Vintage. It's just another thoughtform that really workz on the Goyim!" So, this is Adele. You know, another very emotional song about her lost love, how she is going to meet this lost life in the afterlife and that bollocks. The Rabbis of course will teach her how to do this through the program of "christianity" and "pisslam", "rabbis laughs*. There he is, her lovely Black Lover, with whom she has been Race mixing. Oy Vey what EMOTION! Who knows, this sorry man, what his story is, we make it seem like he's very shoory. Ze Goyims can't see that actually the camera is placed "face to face" to show, that YOU are actually the one "living" these things. Now they will ALL have the "Black experience". Cute and stuff, like the broken faces in Norway, of these "White" women. AS emotion is generated by the song, then the mind connects the dots
with these emotions. Voila you’re in the open to be "loved" by Blacks now! *hihihihih*. So, we put a "lovable/badass/cook/super boyfriend" black boy, and his little bitch Adele on it. Black n White of course, making the Joo happy? Right Goyim?"

---

Rabbi ReptiliaNovich: WHITES, FOR HEAVEN's SAKE! EXTERMINATE YOURSELVES ALREADY!! ENRICH YOUR GODDAMN SELVES!

YOU ARE COMMITTING JUST ANOTHER SHOAH WITH THIS POST! EVERY ANTI-SEMETIC THOUGHT OR CRITICISM IS ANOTHER SHOAH! REMEMBER THAT GOYIMS! DON'T MAKE G-D ANGRY BECAUSE WE ARE G-D!

*Well, not that wasn't an actual quote, even if it’s the reality of jews in a nutshell. The one below though, IS one.*

Rabbi Rabbinovich: Jews Plan To Kill All Whites

“We will openly reveal our identity with the races of Asia or Africa. I can state with assurance that the last generation of white children is now being born. Our control commission will, in the interests of peace and wiping out inter-racial tensions, forbid the Whites to mate with Whites. The white women must cohabit
with members of the dark races, the White man with black women. Thus, the White race will disappear, for mixing the dark with the white means the end of the White Man, and our most dangerous enemy will become only a memory. We shall embark upon an era of ten thousand years of peace and plenty, the Pax Judiaca, and OUR RACE will rule undisputed over the world. Our superior intelligence will enable us to retain mastery over a world of dark peoples.” — Rabbi Rabbinovich speaking to an assembly in Budapest, Hungary on the 12th January 1952

Just look at these lovely hands on this lovely face, in this lovely story which is made to brainwash the shit out of your mind Goyims! Because they respect your freedom above all. They want to fall in love and procreate with who THEY want of course! YOU DO WHAT THE STABLE MASTER SAYS GOYIM! NOW, BLACK MAN WHITE WOMAN! DISOBEDIENCE WILL RESULT IN TEARS COMING YOUR WAY, 6 GORILLION A TIME! Of course, Adele is the victim of this shit. The Black Race Mixer and traitor of his Race, is the badass, emotional guy. He is also like the POINT OF WORSHIP of the WHITE Woman. She cries and whines about him eternally. He ain't minding that hoe! Or maybe he is the emotional type so... he is just so enriched and DIFFERENT! So...

Smooch Smooch!! <3

And of course, some more "abstract shit" after you have built up your emotions. This Pisslamic Black Fellow has all your love by now, especially if you watch that shit in a passive state like people all over the world are doing.
Yes, I hear it coming. I hear it. I hear the senseless, base chakra liberals and commies and their dialectic coming, like a jewish rocket at a Palestinian kid at night!

"MR Cobra you are full of shit! I never liked you! You make me sad! The jews make me happy! I am a dead soul but I too have an OPINION like everyone owns a butthole! You are definitely insane in what you state! The jews are the logical people in the world, I learned this in my university! Best people ever! The Whites got it coming they are evil people! It's not the mistake of anyone you Racist! It's just money problems and economy problems! Well jews just control most of the world's wealth by coincidence, same as all governments! Jewsus was not a jew, he was the son of "g-d"! Love has no colors, except when it comes to Big Black C*ck, and exterminating the White Race via sexual transmissions! You are So Racist! I can't believe what you state! The JoS is a bunch of Psychopaths! Oh My! Are you against pisslam, the jews, the plan for jewish world domination and the Race Mixing? Are you anti-communist too?! Communism only killed half a billion people! Where is the problem with this! Wars happen! Why aren't you just another White Cuckold! Aren't all these porn webpages working their magick on everyone? Duh! Still people around who want a future for their "Race"! Come on, it's inundated! Why you judge this Black guy for being a Racial Traitor! It's fun to have the Wives of your Race fucked up by another! White women with Black Men, Black women on the sidewalk because they are ugly and stupid, exactly as the jew sells to Blacks, Mr. Cobra. Multiculturalism, Mr. Cobra. They don't deserve love by their own, that's what the Jew states! Love has no colors, just
the jew is on the top of the rainbow! Everyone must therefore taste the jewish rainbow! You don't love "G-D! The jews state this! Why you go against this, White Goyims? WHY! [...]it keeps going for hours]

FACEBOOK WISHES YOU HAPPY RACIAL ENRICHMENT!

DON'T MAKE THIS ANOTHER SHOAH!! REMEMBER THE 6 GORILLION!!!

[Note: Link is no longer available]
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